between the screw head and the wall. Locate the keyhole slot on
the back of the unit over the screw.

Vinkles
30˚- 45˚

TOP OPENING:
With door opening outward

Vinkles
30˚- 45˚

HINGED AT THE BOTTOM
With door opening outward

MELODY SELECTION:
The melody selector is located inside the Push
Button unit and inside the Mailbox switch unit. A
small switch inside the battery compartment marked with “S”. Press the switch once, the melody
will change to play the next one on the list, there
are total of 8 melodies for selection.
1 / Westminister

5 / Banjo on my knee

2 / Ding Dong repeat

6 / Twinkle-twinkle

3 / Teleohone Ring

7 / It´s a small world

4 / Circus Theme

8 / Dog Barking

DIGITAL CODE SET UP:
The encoded frequency of the Mailbox Switch, Push Button and
Mailbox Announcer units can be changed to avoid interference
from any similar unit operated nearby on the same frequency digital
code. After battery installation on Mailbox Switch, Push Button
and Mailbox Announcer units and follow the procedure below to
change the operating code.
1. Mail Box Announcer:
It is built with Learning Code ability therefore no setting is needed.
2. Mailbox Switch AND Push Button:
a) There is 4 black links in a row, in position 1, 2, 3 & 4, which can
be altered to achieve total sixteen (16) possible digital codes.
b) Add or remove one or more the black link(s), in any combination
then activate the mailbox switch and Push Bell to send a wireless signal to the Door Chime unit which will sound to indicate
that a new operation code is registered and memorised.
3. Test to ensure correct operation before final installation.
Note: If the chime unit sounds for no reason during the digital code
setting, it is indicated that it has been interfered by other similar
chime unit nearby, reset the digital code as above procedure.
MAILBOX ANNOUNCER OPERATION:
When the mailbox opener/flap being opened, the Mailbox Switch
will activate the transmitter, LED indicator will light up during wireless signal transmission for 1 second, and Mailbox Announcer unit
will sound, as well as the “Letter” sign indicator will light up. The
sound will stop as soon as the melody ends. “Letter” sign indicator
will stay on until override button being pressed to reset the unit.
Important: Always reset the Announcer unit after it is being activated, then it is ready for the next operation.

